Nouns Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. We have received no .................. from them.
   - information
   - informations

2. I am selling my ......................
   - furniture
   - furnitures

3. You have got too much .....................
   - luggages
   - luggage
4. He is collecting money for ................................

- blinds
- the blind
- the blinds

5. There are still many ................................ In the world.

- poor
- poors
- poor people

6. I saw two ............................ in the store.

- females
- women
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7. The ……………………… are grazing.

- female
- cattle
- cattles

8. He has a huge ……………………… of money.

- amount
- number
- quantity

9. A large ……………………… of people want to buy cars.

- number
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10. She has got lovely black ................................

hair
hairs
Either could be used here

11. The news .................................. too good to be true.

is
are

12. Can you give me some .........................?
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Answers

1. We have received no information from them.
2. I am selling my furniture.
3. You have got too much luggage.
4. He is collecting money for the blind.
5. There are still many poor people in the world.
6. I saw two women in the store.
7. The cattle are grazing.
8. He has a huge amount of money.
9. A large number of people want to buy cars.
10. She has got lovely black hair.
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11. The news is too good to be true.

12. Can you give me some advice?